
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

Discover what’s next at JGTD  
 

Meet the leading suppliers set to show at one of the industry’s premier 

B2B sourcing events in 2023 
 

 

DUBAI, 1 December 2022 – The latest jewellery designs, gemstone collections and 

innovations of some of the industry’s most important suppliers will once again light up Dubai 

this coming February. 

 

A sourcing destination that is shaping up as a central meeting point for the jewellery 

community, Jewellery, Gem & Technology in Dubai (JGTD) is anticipated to present the latest 

offerings of close to 400 exhibitors, including a high representation of fine jewellery suppliers, 

loose gemstone vendors and jewellery technology specialists, from 12 to 14 February 2023 at 

the Dubai World Trade Centre (DWTC). Online registration for trade visitors is now open. 

 

JGTD is jointly led by Informa Markets Jewellery, organiser of the world’s biggest fine 

jewellery marketplace – Jewellery & Gem WORLD Hong Kong (JGW), and Italian Exhibition 

Group SpA (IEG), organiser of Vicenzaoro, one of the most influential jewellery shows 

worldwide and the top European trade fair in the sector. The B2B fair is powered by DMCC 

(Dubai Multi Commodities Centre), JGTD’s Official Partner, and the Dubai Gold and Jewellery 

Group (DGJG), the fair’s Industry Partner. 

 

Show preview 
Keen to transform their show stands into unique discovery destinations at JGTD, exhibitors 

said their displays will be fully stocked with their newest and best offerings spanning finished 

jewellery, loose gemstones and jewellery technology solutions for 2023 and beyond.  

 

 
From Yondor Diamonds HK Limited 

   

https://www.jgtdubaijewelleryshow.com/
https://www.jgtdubaijewelleryshow.com/visitors-info/


 

Information Classification: General 

50-carat G colour, SI1 

clarity, oval-shaped 

diamond  

A pair of cushion-shaped D 

colour, VS2 clarity diamonds of 

20 carats each  

A pair of pear-shaped G colour, 

VS clarity diamonds of 20 carats 

each  

 

Yondor Diamonds HK Limited is bringing top-quality natural diamonds from 2 carats to 60 

carats up in a variety of shapes, colours and clarities, and with accompanying GIA reports. The 

company is well-known for its wide range of large diamonds, including a remarkable selection 

of 10-carat up diamonds in round and fancy shapes, a beautiful collection of fancy colour 

diamonds and more. 

 

“Yondor Diamonds is one of the strongest large diamond suppliers. Based in Israel, we serve 

the industry worldwide,” the company said. “We have the resources, stock volume and 

amazing team of professionals to support customers’ diamond requests, from 3 carats up.” 

 

JGTD provides the diamond manufacturer an opportunity to meet clients, get to know new 

buyers and suppliers, and see friends, colleagues and partners from the global industry – all in 

one place. 

 

“It’s an important event, which brings together many business opportunities and the chance to 

strengthen existing relationships and form new ones,” the diamond supplier said. 

 

From SRK   

 
Matching necklace and earring 

layouts comprised of emerald-

cut, pear-shaped and cushion-

shaped diamonds  

 
A pair of heart-shaped 

diamonds from the Twin 

Diamonds collection 

 
Round brilliant diamond  

 

Recognised as one of the industry’s biggest names in diamond manufacturing, Shree 

Ramkrishna Exports Pvt Ltd (SRK) of India is raring to showcase its exceptional products and 

capabilities through its dazzling diamond display and virtual reality presentation at JGTD. The 

company specialises in the production of 0.30-carat to 30-carat natural diamonds in almost all 

clarities and shapes. 
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“We will be exhibiting our vivid range of natural diamonds, sustainably crafted at our green 

buildings. Along with loose stones, our stand will showcase our exclusively designed layouts 

in the form of necklaces and tennis bracelets, Twin Diamonds, and many more. The audience 

will get an opportunity to take a tour around our diamond crafting facility and view how the 

diamonds are crafted through our virtual reality presentation,” SRK said. 
 

“At JGTD, we are looking forward to meeting buyers from high-end jewellery brands and 

retailers. Our trained team will explain everything about the industry and diamond 

craftsmanship, and how we craft natural diamonds sustainably. We are promoting the industry 

as well.” 

 

 

Loose emeralds from Emerald 18 Ltd 

  
 

 

 

Ready to impress buyers with its extensive emerald collection is Emerald 18 Ltd. A joint 

cooperative platform of Israel-based coloured gemstone manufacturers and traders Hargem 

Ltd and H. Stark & Co Ltd, the company is renowned for its assortment of Africa-sourced 

emeralds, including single stones and layouts from 1 carat and higher with accompanying 

gemstone reports and in various price ranges. 

 

This gemstone specialist also supplies “Quality Cut” rounds and princess-cut stones in sizes 

ranging from 1.75mm to 4mm, in increments of 0.25mm and in separate categories. 

 

For Emerald 18, JGTD is destined to be a driving force for the jewellery industry. 

 

“We are confident that such an event in Dubai is bound to succeed and will become a valuable 

tool for the coloured gemstone industry,” the company said. “This show will bring new 

opportunities to exhibitors and buyers.” 

 
From Blue Gems Supplier 

 
A pair of Paraiba tourmalines  

 
A pair of morganite gems  

 
Paraiba tourmaline  

Also ensuring that compelling coloured gemstone collections will be on tap at the show is 

Hong Kong-based Blue Gems Supplier, which is ready to showcase a rich and diverse 
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selection of fine gems, including Paraiba tourmalines. 

 

“We have an extraordinary collection of tourmalines in all colours, including rubellite, and 

green and pink tourmalines. More importantly, we have an amazing collection of Paraiba 

tourmalines, which have become very popular and quite rare,” the company said. 

 

Blue Gems Supplier sources its stones directly from mines, and cuts and polishes rough 

material in its own facility. This allows the company to supply gemstones in virtually all sizes 

and shapes. Rare neon greenish-blue Paraibas are also available as layouts and in calibrated 

and free sizes. 

 

At JGTD, the gemstone specialist hopes to capture the fancy of B2B buyers who want to add a 

stunning statement to their offerings for 2023. “We will introduce a wider variety of coloured 

gemstones to the Middle East market,” Blue Gems Supplier said. “This will benefit buyers 

since they will have more options. At the same time, the show creates opportunities for us to 

reach out to potential clients.” 

 
‘Eldorado’ Collection by La Prima Gioielli 

   

 

Another exciting supplier that buyers cannot afford to miss is La Prima Gioielli, a company 

that has been creating “Jewellery Art” with the “Made in Vicenza” label for more than 50 years. 

Known as the gold capital of Italy, Vicenza is home to many of the world’s most important 

jewellers. 

 

“Our jewellery is worn worldwide and influences the Middle Eastern market heavily,” the 

company said. “This exhibition is important for La Prima Gioielli because it gives us the chance 

to showcase our passion for our business and strengthen the relationship with customers with 

whom we have been working with for many years. This is also a great chance to meet new 

potential customers and push our brand to new horizons.” 

 

One of the outstanding creations within the company’s extensive product portfolio is the 

“Eldorado” Collection, which will debut in Dubai. Inspired by the mythical golden city of El 

Dorado, the collection consists of long necklaces, dangle earrings, rings and bracelets 

featuring irregular-shaped stone-like gold beads in textured finishes, which capture the raw 

beauty of gold nuggets. 
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Diamond and mother-of-pearl jewellery by Teng Huat 

Jewellery Pte Ltd 

 

 
 

Established in Singapore in 1962, Teng Huat Jewellery Pte Ltd gained fame for its precise 

craftsmanship and exquisite designs, which come in a wide range of styles and materials. 

Classic, yet always on trend, its collections span voluminous diamond jewellery resembling 

shimmering curves and undulating waves, statement rings set with facetted and cabochon 

coloured gemstones, and contemporary gold creations inspired by traditional Chinese symbols 

and patterns, to name a few.  

 

Unique to Teng Huat are jewellery lines that strike the perfect harmony between the brilliance 

and fire of diamonds, the soft lustre and iridescence of custom-cut mother-of-pearl shells, and 

the opulence of gold.  

 

The jeweller said it will debut its mother-of-pearl and diamond jewellery series for 2023 at the 

show. “It is important to promote and sell our products to the Middle East market,” Teng Huat 

shared. 

 

 
Gold chains by Filk Spa of Italy 

   

 

Specialising in solid and hollow gold chains that are sold globally, Filk Spa of Italy is returning 

to JGTD with its latest re-engineered basic chains in specific key categories for markets 

worldwide.  

 

An advocate of process innovations, Filk lives up to its ”Made in Italy” spirit by developing and 

manufacturing products of the highest quality standards and at the most competitive unit 

costs, it added. 
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“We promote continuous process innovations by implementing tomorrow's technology 

solutions and accelerating access to the latest chain developments and trends,” said the 

manufacturer. 

 

JGTD is the ideal launch pad for Filk’s chain innovations, it added. 

 

“Focused on the opportunity to welcome buyers from all over the world, Filk supports the 

vision of building up JGTD into an important platform for all industry stakeholders, many of 

whom are drawn to Dubai’s logistics advantages and vertical offering,” the Vicenza-based 

company said.  

 
Children’s earring collections by Pie De Rey Designs SL 

   
 

One of the industry’s leading manufacturers of children’s jewellery, Pie De Rey Designs SL of 

Spain will shine the spotlight on its new affordable bracelet collection in gold for babies and 

kids.  

 

“We consider Dubai a hub to channel our connections and exports to all Middle East 

countries,” the company said. 

 

Founded in 1973 in Cordoba – a city in the southern Spanish region of Andalusia, Pie De Ray 

has one of the largest and most diverse collections of children’s jewellery ranging from plain 

gold of various fineness to collections embellished with diamonds, coloured gemstones, 

enamel, mother-of-pearl shells and cubic zirconia, among others. 

Powerful networking 
Focused on the show theme, “The Centre of Business,” and positioned as “the B2B fair to 

expand international business into new markets,” JGTD is pacing ahead in terms of exhibitor 

bookings. The second edition is projected to host about 400 major suppliers from more than 

20 countries and regions, representing at least a 30% increase in exhibitor numbers compared 

with the inaugural show. To meet firm demand for booth locations, a new hall has been added, 

expanding the show’s gross exhibition space by 40% to about 15,000sqm. 

 

The fair is likewise hosting the second annual JWA Dubai Awards Presentation Ceremony and 

Panel Discussion, which will take place on Day 1 of the fair. The regional edition of Informa 

Markets Jewellery’s Jewellery World Awards (JWA), JWA Dubai is one of the industry’s most 

prestigious yearly celebrations of exceptional individuals and businesses within the sector. The 

fair also precedes the International Colored Gemstone Association (ICA) Congress, which will 

be powered by DMCC from 15 to 17 February at the Almas Conference Centre. The Congress 

is one of the world’s biggest gatherings of leaders in the coloured gemstone sector. 

 

https://www.jwadubai.com/
https://www.jwawards.com/
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### 

 

About Informa Markets Jewellery  

Informa Markets creates platforms for industries and specialist markets to trade, innovate and 

grow. Our global jewellery vertical, Informa Markets Jewellery, offers in-person and web-

based sourcing experiences, digital solutions and dedicated B2B platforms that bring 

international buyers and quality sellers together in the fine jewellery, gemstone, and fashion 

jewellery and accessories markets. Our resources, industry experience, influence and focus as 

a partner are enhanced by our global jewellery portfolio consisting of fairs and events in key 

cities; a powerful digital platform – JewelleryNet; a dedicated Jewellery Media team, led by 

flagship publication, JNA; an education-based programme – Jewellery & Gem Knowledge 

Community, and the industry’s most prestigious awards programmes – the Jewellery World 

Awards (JWA, previously known as the JNA Awards), and its regional edition, JWA 

Dubai.  imjewellery.jewellerynet.com 

 

Focus on Italian Exhibition Group 

Italian Exhibition Group S.p.A., a joint stock company listed on Euronext Milan, a regulated 

market organised and managed by Borsa Italiana S.p.A., has, with its facilities in Rimini and 

Vicenza, achieved national leadership over the years in the organisation of trade shows and 

conferences. The development of activities abroad – also through joint ventures with global or 

local organisers, in the United States, United Arab Emirates, China, Mexico, Germany, 

Singapore, Brazil, for example – now sees the company positioned among the top European 

operators in the sector.  www.iegexpo.it/en 

 

About DMCC (Dubai Multi Commodities Centre) 

Headquartered in Dubai, DMCC is the world’s most interconnected Free Zone, and the leading 

trade and enterprise hub for commodities. Whether developing vibrant neighbourhoods with a 

world-class property like Jumeirah Lakes Towers and the much-anticipated Uptown Dubai, or 

delivering high-performance business services, DMCC provides everything its dynamic 

community needs to live, work and thrive. Made for trade, DMCC is proud to sustain and grow 

Dubai’s position as the place to be for global trade today and long into the future. 

https://www.dmcc.ae/ 

 

Media Contact 

For media inquiries about JGTD, please contact the organisers at dubai@iegexpo.it 
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